The Material World

With Quentin Cooper

Quentin Cooper : Yes indeed we're trying to unravel the half-nelson riddle of what's a know, what's not and just why such convoluted problems are becoming a matter of intense interest both to theoretical physicists and molecular biologists.

["Let's go fly a kite" from "Mary Poppins" plays]

It happens without fail every Christmas,when I get out the lights for the tree and again around now when the electric mower needs reintroducing to the lawn after their winter break,then there was that kite I was recently given,let's not even get on to the kite.....

[Music suddenly ceases]

[Actually I have kites - quite aside from Roger Penrose's kites and darts (see  http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/enm10.html and tourist7.hml
- I didn't know he flew kites or played darts - a whole different image -LB]

Thank you.Regardless of how carefully each was put away last time,somehow I always end up confronted by a mass of tangled wire or cable or string which has to be unknotted before I can start whatever it is that needs starting. Now it would be a slight exaggeration to say that some of the keenest mathematical minds have been turning their attention to my particular knotty problem - but it is one aspect of a renewed interest in knot theory [Ref: World20.rtf ; knotprob.html;notknot.html @Fortune City] and an improved mathematical understanding of what knots are and how they differ is leading to fresh insights in such diverse fields as molecular biology and quantum mechanics. To explain more,with me is Keith Devlin,Professor of Mathematics at St Mary's College in California and on a hopefully knot free line from Warwick is Ian Stewart Professor of Mathematics at Warwick University.
Keith Devlin we'll delve into the applications in physics and biology and everywhere else in due course,but what hope is there for people like me that knot theory could sometimes save us,and countless thousands of us I suppose from that frustrating hour untangling wires at Christmas?

Keith Devlin : (laughs) Well Quentin I guess the bad new is that people like Ian and myself are not really in the business of trying to help you untangle your cords or your wires from your christmas lights or whatever...

Quentin Cooper :  I'm sorry to talk "real world" to a mathematician,I know it's a fatal mistake!

Keith Devlin : (laughs) What we really are about,we're the worlds experts on patterns - mathematics is the science of patterns. Mathematicians about 100-200 years ago,in something like the middle of the 19th century began to look at patterns of knots. Could we as mathematicians describe the different types of knots - can we find some notation - some algebraic notation perhaps whereby we could say exactly what shape a particular knot is. 
So the first part of this new subject called knot theory was really about classifying knots. In fact that's really one of the basic questions in any branch of mathematics,you've got a collection of different kinds of objects - can you find some way of classifying those things?

[It maybe that the tendency to "generalise" is a direct result of finding a general solution to specific problems in mathematics - in that sense it's no wonder I tend to tar people with the same brush and overlook specifics - that's what a mathematician does - look for the overall pattern -LB]

Can you write down some algebraic formulas that would allow you to tell the difference between a reef knot and a granny knot for example.

Quentin Cooper :  Yeah I take it,Ian Stewart, that using reef knot,granny knot,half nelson is not good enough for a mathematician,you want something that you can put in an equation?

[Which tends to suggest that equations are better than words for describing certain objects -LB]

Ian Stewart : Yes,we certainly want to be able to understand reef knots and granny knots and things like that,they're good raw material for the mathematics to formalise and mess around with,but we want something a little more precise,and of course a little more abstract.
So a mathematicians knot is not just a piece of string with a sort of tangled thing in the middle of it,you have to do something to stop the tangled bit which is the interesting bit from escaping,by falling off then end of the piece of string,so what the mathematicians do is once they've tied the knot in their piece of string,they conceptually glue the ends of the string together..

Quentin Cooper : Right.

Ian Stewart :  ..you understand you can't knot them together,that would spoil it..so glue them together.

Quentin Cooper : That would spoil it but you can conceptually glue them because it wouldn't..shouldn't spoil any of the phenomena of unknotting or untangling?

Ian Stewart :  That's right.So a mathematician's knot is actually a closed loop that may or may not be tangled and the big question is it tangled,and if so how is it tangled?

Quentin Cooper :  Can I just make it clear,there's a difference in the way you're using the word "tangled" - tangled implies to me that you're talking about tangled is discrete from "knotted"?"

Ian Stewart : Okay,"tangled" I think I'm using there as a kind of,just an ordinary word for "all jumbled up and bits and pieces poking out here and there" and it might be knotted it might not.

Quentin Cooper :  Right.

Ian Stewart : Technically,mathematically,something is knotted if you can't turn it into a sort of ordinary circle,with no knots whatsoever in it..

Quentin Cooper : Although of course if you didn't do this mathematical thing about putatively gluing the two ends together you might be able to unknot it even if it did have a knot?

Ian Stewart : Well every knot in principle is undoable if you've got ends,at least if it's a what they call a finite knot ,the one that doesn't have infinitely many crossings,and that's the answer to your problem with the Christmas tree lights and things like that,they've got ends and you can always feed the ends through the thing backwards - of course in practice,you get it wrong and get it worse,but that's another matter.

Quentin Cooper :  Keith, I mean periodically, I do run into scientists [You should watch where you are going then Quentin -LB] who've invested considerable time in interesting,you know in areas like .. the formula for a perfect cup of tea (Keith laughs) or on the Material World a couple of years ago we had two people who had come up with the maximum number of ways to tie a tie.

[My Pagan ex-friend saw this on the TV and wrote to me speaking in the typical tones of those who have no idea about maths or science and said that it was evidence of mathematicians and scientists wasting their time on useless matters - I wrote back explaining that it was "knot theory" or an related matter and affected areas like Quantum Physics and Molecular Biology and could conceivably be behind things like cures for cancer - as usual those of a mystic persuasion have no idea what they are talking about and presume everything has to have a "use" that can be seen when the face value of something is discerned - why would anyone think that people with degrees would waste their time with such matters if their wasn't a knock on effect or an intellectual satisfaction?
The knowledge that their is only 17 forms of wallpaper pattern both surprises,baffles and sends people into a sort of wondrous boredom - they wonder why anyone would have bothered to figure out what on the face of it seems intuitively incorrect - everyone knows there are many more than 17 wallpaper patterns - but what mathematician means is that there are only 17 distinct forms or arrangements - and that fact turns out also to have effects elsewhere that seem entirely unrelated to wallpaper - because what it is is "tiling the Euclidean plane" and as Roger Penrose points out - this is connected with the problem of consciousness. Wallpaper then takes on a wholly less boring conurtation - LB]

Now is this a sort of similar bit of fun or does it have rather more serious applications?

Keith Devlin : Certainly it began as a bit of mathematicians fun [Yes people "fun" - maths can be that too - something my pagan ex-friend overlooked - LB],although the mathematician...one of the mathematicians who began it was Carl Friedrich Gauss,and as we've learnt,the kind of things that Gauss played around with for fun tend to be very often very significant,and indeed within recent years,we've found that there are at least a couple of very significant  applications of knot theory.Perhaps the most important one is trying to understand DNA,and in particular the way viruses attack DNA. Because the DNA molecule is so long, in order to squeeze into a cell,that molecule has to wrap itself up in some rather intricate ways [The protein folding problem -see loglimit.html @Fortune City]. It's sort of..to use the technical terminology we've introduced,it tangles itself up,and makes it look like a rather interesting knot shape,so it can squeeze in.
Now there's a couple of interesting things about that tangle. First of all,when that DNA splits into two,when it splits into two to reproduce...

Quentin Cooper :  To replicate?

Keith Devlin : ...to replicate,those two strands miraculously peel apart like the two halves of a zip fastener [That is a REAL miracle - but as I recall is due to the fact that the amino acids are in two pairs.Nevertheless a baby being created stems from that process,and presumably why it is seen as miraculous - as it looks like something comes from nothing -LB],so although that tangle might look pretty complicated if you look at it through an electron microscope,what you'll find is that the two strands miraculously come part so that they can form the start of two cells,so first of all it's interesting from that point of view.
Secondly, if you want to understand how certain viruses attack the body,some of then attack the body by snipping out bits of the DNA and restructuring it around in a different way,and when it does that it restructures the knot if you like,it changes it into a different shape.
So if we can understand the shape before and afterwards that will give us a sort of signature of certain kinds of viruses and how they may go about their nefarious business.So..

Quentin Cooper :  And a possible way of combating those viruses?

Keith Devlin : And a possible way of combating. Now this is really..this kind of work has only been done within the last 20-25-30 years.There's a big centre of research back close to where I live in Berkeley California,where you have mathematicians and knot theorists getting together and trying to develop new ways of understanding the topology of the DNA sequence and trying to sort of look at how the DNA gets changed how its knot structure gets changed when a virus attacks it.

Quentin Cooper :  You say mathematicians and knot theorists coming together,d'you mean mathematicians,knot theorists and biologists?

Keith Devlin :  (laughs) Sorry! I mean....like any mathematician I tend to forget that there are other sciences around! [Exactly - it's the most powerful one -LB]. I mean knot theorists and biologists right.Yep.

Quentin Cooper : Yes,and they can get together? I do love this picture you have of this very tangled DNA unzipping itself,it sounds like one of those magician's knots,you know where you think it's all tangled up,but when he pulls on the rope it turns out it never was.

Keith Devlin :  Yeah and there's a classic example,that's not a loop but the magician gets you to hold it between your hands,so that you've got the two ends fixed,and the whole idea of the magician's knot is that it's a "knot" in quotation marks if you like - it's not a knot - it's just what we've been calling a "tangle" because the whole idea is although it looks very complicated,when you pull your two hands apart lo and behold you find you've just got a straight piece of string between them,so..and this actually illustrates why this subject can be so  very difficult. To look at that tangled loop that the magician's tied,it looks remarkably like a knot,it's really very,very difficult,in fact in practical terms it's impossible,when you look at one of these things to be able to tell whether it's technically knotted,or whether the things just tangled up.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay well Ian Stewart so far we've got all these all these different elements  all tangled or knotted up together,and we're going to have to go back and untangle it from the beginning,so we've talked about the fact there is a sort of algebra that mathematicians have worked towards,what is that? How can you actually code knots?

Ian Stewart : Let me give you an example an analogy I think which will help quite a lot. Let's imagine an alien has come to earth and they go into to the banks and they observe that these Earth creatures carry lots and lots of round little discs with them,and they keep having little transactions with the disks. Now you and I know what it is,you've got 1p,2p,5p and so on coins in your pocket,and there are rules like two 10p coins can be swapped for 20p,and the aliens watch this for a long long time and they work out most of these rules,you know 5 tens make a 50 and things like that,and they ask themselves a big question,and the big question is,given two piles of coins - they're inventing coin theory - you see - given two piles of coins, when could there be a transaction exchanging one for the other? And one of these aliens who's quite a clever mathematician works out that you take the 1p coins and you take  two of them and swap them for a 2p and you keep on doing this until you can't do it anymore,and then you take lots of 5s and 2ps and you keep swapping them for a 10p and you keep going until you can't take anymore and so on and so on and so forth,and he ends up with this idea there's as sort of normal form for the coin pile,which has at most one penny in it,has at most two 2p etc,and two piles are equivalent to each other,swappable,if they look the same once you've reduced them to this normal form,okay?

Quentin Cooper : Yes?

Ian Stewart :  And that's sort of like knot theory prior to the recent explosion of interest.Then you get the really bright alien who says "No no no you did it the wrong way round.What you do is you start with the pound coin and you turn it into 100 pennies,you take the 50p coin and you turn it into 50 pennies and so on and so on and so on.And then you just take this huge pile of pennies and count,and if the numbers are the same,they are worth the same amount". So they've suddenly taken this combinatorial problem of piles of coins,and reduced it right down to calculating one thing,and that one thing in this case is a number and coins are simple and the value of coins is simple. It's like that for knots,but you're swapping crossings when you move the knots a round,you're trading a loop here for a loop there and so forth,and it's hard to find a good way of keeping track of the transactions,but what the algebra does is in a very clever way to do that kind of thing,but instead of having a number associated with a knot,you have some sort of formula.

Quentin Cooper : But is there a difference here?   I mean a metaphor I like very much indeed,particularly because of the first start of it - I had no idea how it was going to tie up with knots whatsoever at all - but it did in the end!

Ian Stewart :   It did,yes it did.

Quentin Cooper : But there is a difference here,because obviously in the end although there are certain limits in numbers,there are an infinite number of coins in theory,if one is infinitely wealthy.Are there infinite....?

[Now that would solve financial difficulties - but is it possible? -LB]

Are you saying there are also - and I'm over extending your metaphor here - but are there any limitations on having an infinite number of knots or an infinite number of crossings?

Ian Stewart :  No,there's as many knots as you like.If you insist that the number of crossings is finite but you don't say how big it could be,you could have infinitely many knots that are perfectly genuine knots,of course  they do get rather complicated. About 3 years ago a couple of mathematicians actually worked out using a computer,how many knots there are, different knots with up to 16 crossings,and the answer they got was 1,701,936 exactly.

Quentin Cooper :  So that's 16 crossings or fewer?

Ian Stewart :  Or fewer, yep.

Quentin Cooper :  And we can be pretty sure can we Keith Devlin that that is all the knots there is for 16 crossings or fewer?

Keith Devlin : We're pretty sure partly because there two separate groups that did it. They did it independently,they used separate computer programs,and they both got the same answer. If you get the same answer exactly that's of the order of 1,700 and odd thousand then the chances are  pretty high that you've got it right,unless there's really subtle mistake that you're both making and lots of other people might make.

[Example - Some calculators use a hierarchical structure to the order in which they carry out a calculation - powers come before times and divide comes before plus and minus - some cheaper models carry out the calculations linearly from one side to the other and priority  is to the left.
Thus a calculation like  3-1x2 can yield two different answers.In actual fact my Sharp scheduler gives the answer 4 and my Sharp calculator gives the answer 1 - so it's not even safe to trust the same manufacturer to get the same answer.
If one does not know of this aspect of calculators or worse does not know how to correct it - one could be forgiven if two people who independently who used linear calculators and both achieved some astoundingly accurate number that was the same in both cases - and said that this was "more true" because of its accuracy - were actually in error even though they both agreed.
The linear calculation is carried out as (3-1)x2 giving 4,and the hierarchical one as 3-(1x2) giving 1 - many people upon receiving an answer from a calculator trust it implicitly as the definitive answer to a calculation,when what they should be able to do is understand mathematics and the drawbacks of calculators and not rely on a machine's answer,which no matter how accurate could be wrong,even if duplicated on another dissimilar machine.
This shows on of the flaws of reading too much into "accuracy". The use of computers to deal with problems such as the 4 colour theorem is seen by some as not definitive proof,since such cases tests specific scenarios on an ongoing basis rather than deduce an "in principle" result (see chess.html and mpire.html and certain.html @FortuneCity-LB]

So I think most people would say "Yes we now know all of the knots up to and including 16 crossings",and incidentally,picking up on this whole story of swapping the coins,this I think really shows the degree to which mathematicians themselves are interested in untying knots. We're not really interested in the physical problem of untying a knot. We're interested in untying knots or untangling tangles if you like,because when we've got these normal forms, these basic kinds of knots,patterns,these basic structures. If we're presented with a tangled up string of some kind,some kind of hypothetical knot,we need to be able to get it into one of those standard forms to say "Which one of these is it really?" .Is it really a rather complicated version of reef knot or whatever,or whatever. So that means we have to perform a sequence of these basic swapping of the coins if you like,untangling the complicated tangles,till we've got it to the basic normal form and then we can say "Yes it didn't look like this knot at the beginning,but now we know it is of that knot". So the untangling problem is an important one within knot theory,because that gets us from an unusually complicated,unnecessarily complicated tangle if you like to the basic knot structure [He's generalised it,taken it from a specific to one of some basic set of forms -LB] that our theory tries to classify.

Quentin Cooper :  And has anybody managed or attempted to formulate this? 

Keith Devlin :  (laughs) This is an extremely difficult problem.In fact there was some work very recently,earlier this year looking at how complicated it is to do one of these problems,in fact the guys that did it,looked at the simplest case,where you've got a loop that technically doesn't have a knot in it at all,and it comes to you in a tangled up version,and the question they asked was "if you know how many crossings there are,what's the maximum number of steps  - these basic swapping steps -you might have to take in order to be able to get it into a simple unknotted loop?" - they found that there is a bound,and this was already a major advance in mathematics - that's the good news...

Quentin Cooper :   Because presumably before that there might have been - at least theoretically - it might have been possible to say "In some, tangles can never be untangled"?

Keith Devlin :  Well they would always be untangled in some time,but the question is maybe the time gets...it grows in an unbounded fashion,if you like...

Quentin Cooper :   Right.

Keith Devlin : ...the question is,can you tell before you start to do it,the maximum number of these basic swappings you would have to do,The answer is "yes" and we've only known this for a few months. The bad news is that that bound is unbelievably large. We know that if it has N crossings,it could take you up to 2 to the 100 billion times N possible moves. That's an awful lot of moves. It would be longer than the length [Age!! -LB] of the universe for any kind of knot whatsoever. But mathematically that is an advance,because we now know there is an a priori bound on how many of these swappings,these basic moves you would have to make to get your know - at least if it starts out as a unknot - a none knotted loop- to get it into that form.

Quentin Cooper :   Not much help to me with my Christmas lights though is it?

Keith Devlin :  (laughs) I said at the beginning we weren't going to help you with your Christmas lights Quentin!

Quentin Cooper :  I knew you weren't going to! Professors Ian Stewart and Keith Devlin many thanks.

Keith Devlin :  (laughing) Okay thank you my pleasure.

Quentin Cooper :   We did go through that at a rate of knots,so if you want to seek further entanglements,head for the material world web page,just point your browser at the radio 4 site www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 then seek us out in the list of programmes,and we can be Emailed at material.world@bbc.co.uk.
Next week having marvelled at marble,we get bold with gold,and investigate a new attempt to explain where gold comes from.Not alchemy,not leprechauns,not even bacteria. Some heavy metal, heavy duty, number crunching,backs up the theory that gold's created when neutron stars collide.

